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The Battle of Berlin, 1945 
The final chapter in the destruction of Hitler's Third Reich began on April 16, 1945 when Stalin unleashed the brutal 
power of 20 armies, 6,300 tanks and 8,500 aircraft with the objective of crushing German resistance and capturing 
Berlin. By prior agreement, the Allied armies (positioned approximately 60 miles to the west) halted their advance on 
the city in order to give the Soviets a free hand. The depleted German forces put up a stiff defense, initially repelling 
the attacking Russians, but ultimately succumbing to overwhelming force. By April 24 the Soviet army surrounded the 
city slowly tightening its stranglehold on the remaining Nazi defenders. Fighting street-to-street and house-to-house, 
Russian troops blasted their way towards Hitler's chancellery in the city's center. 
Inside his underground bunker Hitler lived in a world of fantasy as his "Thousand Year Reich" crumbled above him. In 
his final hours the Fuehrer married his long-time mistress and then joined her in suicide. The Third Reich was dead. 
 
Beginning of the End 
 
Dorothea von Schwanenfluegel was a twenty-nine-year-old wife and mother living in Berlin. She and her young 
daughter along with friends and neighbors huddled within their apartment building as the end neared. The city was 
already in ruins from Allied air raids, food was scarce, the situation desperate - the only hope that the Allies would 
arrive before the Russians. We join Dorothea's account as the Russians begin the final push to victory: 
 
"Friday, April 20, was Hitler's fifty-sixth birthday, and the Soviets sent him a birthday present in the form of an artillery 
barrage right into the heart of the city, while the Western Allies joined in with a massive air raid. 
 
The radio announced that Hitler had come out of his safe bomb-proof bunker to talk with the fourteen to sixteen year 
old boys who had 'volunteered' for the 'honor' to be accepted into the SS and to die for their Fuhrer in the defense of 
Berlin. What a cruel lie! These boys did not volunteer, but had no choice, because boys who were found hiding were 
hanged as traitors by the SS as a warning that, 'he who was not brave enough to fight had to die.' When trees were 
not available, people were strung up on lamp posts. They were hanging everywhere, military and civilian, men and 
women, ordinary citizens who had been executed by a small group of fanatics. It appeared that the Nazis did not want 
the people to survive because a lost war, by their rationale, was obviously the fault of all of us. We had not sacrificed 
enough and therefore, we had forfeited our right to live, as only the government was without guilt. The Volkssturm was 
called up again, and this time, all boys age thirteen and up, had to report as our army was reduced now to little more 
than children filling the ranks as soldiers." 
 
Encounter with a Young Soldier 
 
"In honor of Hitler's birthday, we received an eight-day ration allowance, plus one tiny can of vegetables, a few ounces 
of sugar and a half-ounce of real coffee. No one could afford to miss rations of this type and we stood in long lines at 
the grocery store patiently waiting to receive them. While standing there, we noticed a sad looking young boy across 
the street standing behind some bushes in a self-dug shallow trench. I went over to him and found a mere child in a 
uniform many sizes too large for him, with an anti-tank grenade lying beside him. Tears were running down his face, 
and he was obviously very frightened of everyone. I very softly asked him what he was doing there. He lost his distrust 
and told me that he had been ordered to lie in wait here, and when a Soviet tank approached he was to run under it 
and explode the grenade. I asked how that would work, but he didn't know. In fact, this frail child didn't even look 
capable of carrying such a grenade. It looked to me like a useless suicide assignment because the Soviets would 
shoot him on sight before he ever reached the tank. 
 
By now, he was sobbing and muttering something, probably calling for his mother in despair, and there was nothing 
that I could do to help him. He was a picture of distress, created by our inhuman government. If I encouraged him to 
run away, he would be caught and hung by the SS, and if I gave him refuge in my home, everyone in the house would 



be shot by the SS. So, all we could do was to give him something to eat and drink from our rations. When I looked for 
him early next morning he was gone and so was the grenade. Hopefully, his mother found him and would keep him in 
hiding during these last days of a lost war." 
 
The Russians Arrive 
 
"The Soviets battled the German soldiers and drafted civilians street by street until we could hear explosions and rifle 
fire right in our immediate vicinity. As the noise got closer, we could even hear the horrible guttural screaming of the 
Soviet soldiers which sounded to us like enraged animals. Shots shattered our windows and shells exploded in our 
garden, and suddenly the Soviets were on our street. Shaken by the battle around us and numb with fear, we watched 
from behind the small cellar windows facing the street as the tanks and an endless convoy of troops rolled by. 
 
It was a terrifying sight as they sat high upon their tanks with their rifles cocked, aiming at houses as they passed. The 
screaming, gun-wielding women were the worst. Half of the troops had only rags and tatters around their feet while 
others wore SS boots that had been looted from a conquered SS barrack in Lichterfelde. Several fleeing people had 
told us earlier that they kept watching different boots pass by their cellar windows. At night, the Germans in our army 
boots recaptured the street that the Soviets in the SS boots had taken during the day. The boots and the voices told 
them who was who. Now we saw them with our own eyes, and they belonged to the wild cohorts of the advancing 
Soviet troops. 
 
Facing reality was ten times worse than just hearing about it. Throughout the night, we huddled together in mortal fear, 
not knowing what the morning might bring. Nevertheless, we noiselessly did sneak upstairs to double check that our 
heavy wooden window shutters were still intact and that all outside doors were barricaded. But as I peaked out, what 
did I see! The porter couple in the apartment house next to ours was standing in their front yard waving to the Soviets. 
So our suspicion that they were Communists had been right all along, but they must have been out of their minds to 
openly proclaim their brotherhood like that. 
 
As could be expected, that night a horde of Soviet soldiers returned and stormed into their apartment house. Then we 
heard what sounded like a terrible orgy with women screaming for help, many shrieking at the same time. The racket 
gave me goosebumps. Some of the Soviets trampled through our garden and banged their rifle butts on our doors in 
an attempt to break in. Thank goodness our sturdy wooden doors withstood their efforts. Gripped in fear, we sat in 
stunned silence, hoping to give the impression that this was a vacant house, but hopelessly delivered into the clutches 
of the long-feared Red Army. Our nerves were in shreds." 
 
Looting 
 
"The next morning, we women proceeded to make ourselves look as unattractive as possible to the Soviets by 
smearing our faces with coal dust and covering our heads with old rags, our make-up for the Ivan. We huddled 
together in the central part of the basement, shaking with fear, while some peeked through the low basement windows 
to see what was happening on the Soviet-controlled street. We felt paralyzed by the sight of these husky Mongolians, 
looking wild and frightening. At the ruin across the street from us the first Soviet orders were posted, including a 
curfew. Suddenly there was a shattering noise outside. Horrified, we watched the Soviets demolish the corner grocery 
store and throw its contents, shelving and furniture out into the street. Urgently needed bags of flour, sugar and rice 
were split open and spilled their contents on the bare pavement, while Soviet soldiers stood guard with their rifles so 
that no one would dare to pick up any of the urgently needed food. This was just unbelievable. At night, a few 
desperate people tried to salvage some of the spilled food from the gutter. Hunger now became a major concern 
because our ration cards were worthless with no hope of any supplies. 
 
Shortly thereafter, there was another commotion outside, even worse than before, and we rushed to our lookout to see 
that the Soviets had broken into the bank and were looting it. They came out yelling gleefully with their hands full of 



German bank notes and jewelry from safe deposit boxes that had been pried open. Thank God we had withdrawn 
money already and had it at home." 
 
Surrender 
 
"The next day, General Wilding, the commander of the German troops in Berlin, finally surrendered the entire city to 
the Soviet army. There was no radio or newspaper, so vans with loudspeakers drove through the streets ordering us 
to cease all resistance. Suddenly, the shooting and bombing stopped and the unreal silence meant that one ordeal 
was over for us and another was about to begin. Our nightmare had become a reality. The entire three hundred 
square miles of what was left of Berlin were now completely under control of the Red Army. The last days of savage 
house to house fighting and street battles had been a human slaughter, with no prisoners being taken on either side. 
These final days were hell. Our last remaining and exhausted troops, primarily children and old men, stumbled into 
imprisonment. We were a city in ruins; almost no house remained intact." 

 
The Battle of Berlin, 1945 
1. How many armies, tanks, and planes did the Soviet Union use to capture 
Berlin in April 1945? 
 
 
2. What was one of the last things Hitler did before committing suicide? 
 
 
3. What was the German SS doing to teenage boys and other people across 
Berlin who would not join the fight against the Soviets? 
 
 
4. How young were some of newest “soldiers” recruited in Berlin by the Nazis? 
 
 
5. What did Dorothea von Schwanenfluegel and other residents of Berlin 
receive as a gift to honor Hitler’s birthday? 
 
 
6. What was the young “soldier” ordered to do according to Dorothea? Why 
could she not help the young soldier? 
 
 
7. What equipment or materials did many of the Soviet troops lack according to 
Dorothea? 
 
 
8. What did the Soviet soldiers loot and destroy in Dorothea’s neighborhood? 
 
 
9. How was the surrender of Berlin announced to the German people? 
 
 
10. What was Berlin like after the surrender? 
 
 



Berlin in Defeat, 1945 
The war came to Berlin in earnest in 1943 when the British and American air forces began a combined air assault on 
the city. With the Americans bombing by day and the British by night the allies constructed an airborne assembly line 
that delivered death and destruction to the city. 
What the British and Americans started, the Russians finished. The final battle for the city began in April 1945 when 
the Soviets launched a massive offensive designed to totally annihilate any opposition. It was a brutal fight - 
house-to-house, street-by-street - with no quarter given on either side. (See the Battle of Berlin, 1945) The agony of 
the battle ended only with the surrender of Germany on May 7, 1945. The city was in ruins, its population wandering 
the rubble-filled streets searching for food and shelter. 
 
"...an elderly woman and a little girl were foraging for fuel in another wrecked house." 
 
Joel Sayre was an American reporter who visited the defeated city in July of 1945. We join his story as he and some 
friends make their way along Berlin's main thoroughfare: 
 
"With some friends, I walked one day down the short, narrow Oberwallstrasse, which runs off Unter den Linden. What 
we saw there can, with a few variations, can be seen today in hundreds of Berlin side streets. A wrecked American 
half-track with S.S. license plates lay keeled over to starboard, and other military vehicles were strewn along behind it. 
Half of one large dwelling house had been sheared off, leaving four stories of rooms exposed to view. In one 
ground-floor room stood a small lathe which had doubtless been used to make parts of military instruments; during the 
war there was a great deal of parlor manufacture, in Berlin. 
 
Halfway up the street, an elderly woman and a little girl were foraging for fuel in another wrecked house. A sign on one 
wall of it said, in German, 'Warning! As per order of the Herr Police President of Berlin, this property has been strewn 
with a highly poisonous rat exterminator. Children and domestic animals are to be kept at a distance.' The old woman 
and the little girl hadn't read the sign or, more likely, didn't care. Under a fallen joist the child found a man's left shoe, 
in fairly good condition, and this she put into her rucksack. Single shoes are a commodity on Germany's black market. 
 
My friends and I walked back to Unter den Linden. A pale, bald man with protruding black eyes pedaled slowly by on a 
bicycle with no tires on its wheels. 
 
A hunchback, whose legs accounted for three-quarters of his height, trudged past in a blue windbreaker and checked 
trousers, pushing a handcart loaded with three empty barrels. 
 
In front of the Brandenburg Gate a pretty Russian Wac, with the help of two flags, was directing what traffic there was. 
Above the gate's arches hung a Russian banner inscribed 'Long live the Soviet Armies that planted their victory 
standards in Berlin!' On top of the gate, the outside right horse in the famous sculptured team of four steeds pulling 
Victory's chariot badly needed a veterinary. 
 
A thin old man, who must have taken us for Russians, approached and said in a whining voice, 'Guten Tag, comrades. 
Can you spare me a little tobacco?' He wore a black homburg that almost covered his ears, a wing collar and a string 
tie, a dark suit and overcoat that were very neatly brushed and pressed, and beautifully shined black shoes. We 
turned him down, and he sorrowfully walked on with his hands clasped behind him. 
 
A curly-haired, actorish-looking fellow in his thirties, wearing plus-fours and a canary pullover, came up to us and 
offered to pay cash for cigarettes. We said that we had all the cash we wanted, and he too went away. 
 
Next we got talking with a pale youth who was carrying a portfolio. He told us that he was a Jew and showed us his 
card to prove it. Jews and half-Jews in Berlin have identification cards issued by the Russians. Each card has the 



bearer's photograph, declares that he is a victim of National Socialism, and asks that he be given special 
consideration. This youth didn't mention tobacco. When one of us handed him a cigarette, he was overwhelmed. 
 
No tobacco has been sold legally in Berlin since May 2nd. On the black market a single cigarette costs from fifteen to 
twenty marks (a dollar and a half to two dollars, at the official rate of exchange), depending on its quality. American 
cigarettes are considered the best, and the standard black-market price for a pack of twenty is three hundred marks, 
or thirty dollars. The value of a pack of Chesterfields can run as high as seventy-five to ninety dollars. 
 
I'd conservatively estimate that at least two million of the three million Berliners left in the city that was once home for 
nearly four and a half million are now engaged in butt collecting. The butt collecting in Berlin, I do not hesitate to say, 
is the most intensive on earth. Remain stationary on a Berlin street while you smoke a cigarette, and likely as not you 
will soon have around you a circle of children, able-bodied men, and whiskered old men, all waiting to dive for the butt 
when you throw it away. 
 
Butts are legal tender in the economic system that prevails in Berlin. The other afternoon I was at the home of a 
woman who was having some glass put in the blown-out windows of her apartment. The glazier had been on the job 
all day, using old bent nails instead of putty. The woman's fifteen-year-old daughter came into the living room to say 
that the glazier had finished and was waiting to be paid. 'Come now, where have you put the butts?' the mother asked 
the child, who went out and shortly returned with a silver bowl containing twenty butts. Her mother took the bowl into 
the next room, where the glazier had been working, and through the open door I could hear him expressing his 
ecstatic thanks. Plainly he was more than satisfied with his day's pay." 
 

Berlin in Defeat, 1945 
1. What two countries heavily bombed Berlin starting in 1943? 
 
 
2. What country captured the capital of Germany, Berlin in 1945? 
 
 
3. On what date did Germany officially surrender to end World War II in 
Europe? 
 
 
4. According to American reporter Joel Sayre, what did Berlin look like in July 
1945? 
 
 
5. What did the Russians issue to Jews and half-Jews living in Berlin? What did 
it allow them to do? 
 
 
6. Why were cigarettes so expensive in Berlin? 
 
 
7. What is “butt-collecting”? What were the “butts” used for in Berlin? 
 
 
8. What is something new or interesting you learned about post-war Berlin by 
reading this article? 

 



Invasion of Normandy, June 6, 1944 
 
On the Beach 
The Allied invasion of Hitler's "Fortress Europe" began in the early morning hours of June 6, 1944 when American and 
British paratroops dropped behind the intended invasion beaches to disrupt German communications. At dawn, the 
sea invasion began as an Allied Armada disgorged thousands of troops at five beaches along France's Normandy 
coast. 
By the end of the day, the Allies had achieved a tenuous toehold that would be laboriously expanded over the next 
weeks and would lead ultimately to the Nazi defeat in the West. 
 
"I screamed at Butch, 'Get up and run!. . .' " 
 
Robert Edlin was a member of the 2nd Ranger Battalion that joined the first wave of the assault on Omaha Beach. We 
join his story as he his assault craft becomes mired on a sandbar: 
 
"Our assault boat hit a sandbar. I looked over the ramp and we were at least seventy-five yards from the shore, and 
we had hoped for a dry landing. I told the coxswain, "Try to get in further." He screamed he couldn't. That British 
seaman had all the guts in the world but couldn't get off the sandbar. I told him to drop the ramp or we were going to 
die right there. 
 
We had been trained for years not to go off the front of the ramp, because the boat might get rocked by a wave and 
run over you. So we went off the sides. I looked to my right and saw a B Company boat next to us with Lt. Bob 
Fitzsimmons, a good friend, take a direct hit on the ramp from a mortar or mine. I thought, there goes half of B 
Company. 
 
It was cold, miserably cold, even though it was June. The water temperature was probably forty-five or fifty degrees. It 
was up to my shoulders when I went in, and I saw men sinking all about me. I tried to grab a couple, but my job was to 
get on in and get to the guns. There were bodies from the I I6th floating everywhere. They were facedown in the water 
with packs still on their backs. They had inflated their life jackets. Fortunately, most of the Rangers did not inflate theirs 
or they also might have turned over and drowned. 
 
I began to run with my rifle in front of me. I went directly across the beach to try to get to the seaway. In front of me 
was part of the II6th Infantry, pinned down and lying behind beach obstacles. They hadn't made it to the seaway. I 
kept screaming at them, 'You have to get up and go! You gotta get up and go!' But they didn't. They were worn out 
and defeated completely. There wasn't any time to help them. 
 
I continued across the beach. There were mines and obstacles all up and down the beach. The air corps had missed it 
entirely. There were no shell holes in which to take cover. The mines had not been detonated. Absolutely nothing that 
had been planned for that part of the beach had worked. I knew that Vierville-sur-Mer was going to be a hellhole, and 
it was. 
 
When I was about twenty yards from the seaway I was hit by what I assume was a sniper bullet. It shattered and broke 
my right leg. I thought, well, I've got a Purple Heart. I fell, and as I did, it was like a searing hot poker rammed into my 
leg. My rifle fell ten feet or so in front of me. I crawled forward to get to it, picked it up, and as I rose on my left leg, 
another burst of I think machine gun fire tore the muscles out of that leg, knocking me down again. 
 
I lay there for seconds, looked ahead, and saw several Rangers lying there. One was Butch Bladorn from Wisconsin. I 
screamed at Butch, 'Get up and run!' Butch, a big, powerful man, just looked back and said, 'I can't.' I got up and 
hobbled towards him. I was going to kick him in the ass and get him off the beach. He was lying on his stomach, his 



face in the sand. Then I saw the blood coming out of his back. I realized he had been hit in the stomach and the bullet 
had come out his spine and he was completely immobilized. Even then I was sorry for screaming at him but I didn't 
have time to stop and help him. I thought, well, that's the end of Butch. Fortunately, it wasn't. He became a farmer in 
Wisconsin. 
 
As I moved forward, I hobbled. After you've been hit by gunfire, your legs stiffen up, not all at once but slowly. The 
pain was indescribable. I fell to my hands and knees and tried to crawl forwards. I managed a few yards, then blacked 
out for several minutes. When I came to, I saw Sgt. Bill Klaus. He was up to the seaway. When he saw my 
predicament, he crawled back to me under heavy rifle and mortar fire and dragged me up to the cover of the wall. 
 
Klaus had also been wounded in one leg, and a medic gave him a shot of morphine. The medic did the same for me. 
My mental state was such that I told him to shoot it directly into my left leg, as that was the one hurting the most. He 
reminded me that if I took it in the ass or the arm it would get to the leg. I told him to give me a second shot because I 
was hit in the other leg. He didn't. 
 
There were some Rangers gathered at the seaway - Sgt. William Courtney, Pvt. William Dreher, Garfield Ray, Gabby 
Hart, Sgt. Charles Berg. I yelled at them, 'You have to get off of here! You have to get up and get the guns!' They were 
gone immediately. 
 
My platoon sergeant, Bill White, an ex-jockey whom we called Whitey, took charge. He was small, very active, and 
very courageous. He led what few men were left of the first platoon and started up the cliffs. I crawled and staggered 
forward as far as I could to some cover in the bushes behind a villa. There was a round stone well with a bucket and 
handle that turned the rope. It was so inviting. I was alone and I wanted that water so bad. But years of training told 
me it was booby-trapped. 
 
I looked up at the top of the cliffs and thought, I can't make it on this leg. Where was everyone? Had they all quit? 
Then I heard Dreher yelling, 'Come on up. These trenches are empty.' Then Kraut burp guns cut loose. I thought, oh 
God, I can't get there! I heard an American tommy gun, and Courtney shouted, 'Damn it, Dreher! They're empty now.' 
 
There was more German small-arms fire and German grenades popping. I could hear Whitey yelling, 'Cover me!' I 
heard Garfield Ray's BAR [Browning automatic rifle] talking American. Then there was silence. 
 
Now, I thought, where are the 5th Rangers? I turned and I couldn't walk or even hobble anymore. I crawled back to the 
beach. I saw 5th Rangers coming through the smoke of a burning LST that had been hit by artillery fire. Co!. 
Schneider had seen the slaughter on the beaches and used his experience with the Rangers in Africa, Sicily, and 
Anzio. He used the smoke as a screen and moved in behind it, saving the 5th Ranger Battalion many casualties. 
 
My years of training told me there would be a counterattack. I gathered the wounded by the seaway and told them to 
arm themselves as well as possible. I said if the Germans come we are either going to be captured or die on the 
beach, but we might as well take the Germans with us. I know it sounds ridiculous, but ten or fifteen Rangers lay there, 
facing up to the cliffs, praying that Sgt. White, Courtney, Dreher, and the 5th Ranger Battalion would get to the guns. 
Our fight was over unless the Germans counterattacked. 
 
I looked back to the sea. There was nothing. There were no reinforcements. I thought the invasion had been 
abandoned. We would be dead or prisoners soon. Everyone had withdrawn and left us. Well, we had tried. Some guy 
crawled over and told me he was a colonel from the 29th Infantry Division. He said for us to relax, we were going to be 
okay. D, E, and F Companies were on the Pointe. The guns had been destroyed. A and B Companies and the 5th 
Rangers were inland. The 29th and 1st Divisions were getting off the beaches. 
 



This colonel looked at me and said, 'You've done your job." I answered, 'How? By using up two rounds of German 
ammo on my legs?" Despite the awful pain, I hoped to catch up with the platoon the next day." 
 
Invasion of Normandy, June 6, 1944 (Omaha Beach) 
 
1. What began at dawn on June 6, 1944? 
 
 
2. What did the D-Day landings ultimately lead to for Nazi Germany? 
 
 
3. Why were Robert Edlin and the other Army Rangers dropped off 75 yards from 
the shore? 
 
 
4. What was the water temperature on the beaches of Normandy, France during the 
D-Day landings? 
 
 
5. What was Robert Edlin’s mission or objective during the D-Day invasion? 
 
 
6. What happened to most of the American soldiers during the first wave of attacks 
on Omaha Beach? 
 
 
7. What happened to Robert Edlin as he crossed the beach at Normandy, France? 
 
 
 
8. How did the Army medic help Robert Edlin? 
 
 
 
9. Why did Robert Edlin think the D-Day invasion had been a failure? 
 
 
 
10. Did Robert Edlin and the Army Rangers complete their mission? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dachau  
(Staff Sergeant Clarence Williams of the 42nd Rainbow Infantry 
Division) Monday, 30 April 45. 
 
My Honey: 
Had a new experience today that I will never forget as long as I live. I had read a lot about concentration camps and 
the brutal treatment given the prisoners but often wondered if it were all true. Now I can vouch for it. The camp 
covered an area of probably 10 square blocks and much of It was surrounded by high cement walls with barbed wire 
on top and electric wires over those. Railroad runs through the camp and we saw an entire train of boxcars with dead 
human bodies that they had no time to dispose of. Several press photographers were there so if you see any pictures 
in the newspapers or Life Magazine, I would appreciate your letting me know and saving them for me. Some of our 
medics are in the pictures and they may even be shown in the movies as there was one movie camera there. 
 
Inside the camp was one building used as a crematory rather it was built especially for that purpose. It had one room 
for showers which the prisoners could get wet and open up the pores of their skin then into the gas chamber. Here 
they were killed, removed and stacked like cordwood until they could be shoved in the ovens. They were stacked in 
four rooms and the boys estimated around 700–800 bodies awaiting cremating. Those laying in the box cars were 
nothing but skin and bone and on many, the thighs of their legs weren’t as big as my forearm. 
 
 Inside the camp they had factories, machine shops, a hospital, and foundries where they used the slave labor 
guarded by SS Troops to make the tools of war etc. In the largest single section of the camp was several thousand 
prisoners from every country in Europe and even some Americans. They were now displaying all their national flags 
and it was very colorful. 
 
 We talked with one prisoner from Yugoslavia (formerly a bank vice-president) who had been there 20 months. His 
neighbor had reported him listening to BBC and American news broadcasts. He was well educated and spoke English 
very well. 
 
 Around this section was barbed wire entanglements and cement pill boxes for the guards every few yards. There was 
also a deep ditch surrounding the section inside the wire. Outside there was a moat running around the section. They 
told us the men on the train had been riding without food for 18 days and the prisoners told us they worked seven 
days a week from 5 a.m. until 8 p.m. 
 
 There were several guards still laying around the ground where they had been killed. Most of them they didn’t bother 
to shoot but merely beat them to death with rifle butts when our troops took over. Thousands of our troops visited the 
camp today and I doubt very much if there will be another SS Trooper taken prisoner. It is almost unbelievable that 
anyone could be hardened to the point of doing the brutal things they did and it certainly gives me a different viewpoint 
toward the German people. This is all probably boring to you but you just can’t picture such sights without 
seeing them with your own eyes. 
 
   Well darling guess that will be all for today except to tell you again I love you worlds. 
 

                                                                                                                                  Always Yours, Clarence. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Dachau  
(Staff Sergeant Clarence Williams of the 42nd Rainbow Infantry Division) 
1. Who is Sergeant Clarence Williams probably writing his letter to? 
 
 
 
2. About how big was Dachau according to Sergeant Clarence Williams? 
 
 
 
3. What defenses did Dachau have to prevent prisoners from escaping? 
 
 
 
4. What buildings were prisoners forced to do work in? 
 
 
 
5. Where were the prisoners at Dachau from? 
 
 
 
6. Why was the prisoner from Yugoslavia sent to Dachau? 
 
 
 
7. How did the prisoners on the train die? 
 
 
 
8. What was the work schedule for the prisoners at Dachau? 
 
 
 
9. Why do you think Sergeant Clarence Williams is doubtful that any SS Troopers 
(Nazi Guards) will be taken prisoner at Dachau? 
 
 
 
10. Why do you think Sergeant Clarence Williams has a different viewpoint of the 
German people after visiting Dachau? 


